
Camera Tracking on Moving 
Objects using Raspberry Pi





Baseline

- Follow https://github.com/isaac879/Pan-Tilt-Mount

- Daniel Richter has most parts and willing to share with 
us

- Pan-Tilt-Mount is controlled via Xbox controller
- Use a Raspberry Pi to calculate the movements 

of an Arduino-controlled camera slider
- Implement a simple tracking algorithm
- Limit to one axis

→ Improve appropriately (e.g. more axes, more 
advanced tracking algorithms) 

https://github.com/isaac879/Pan-Tilt-Mount


Hardware “Wishlist” (More 
of an overview of what we 
use)

This slide and the following 2 slides contain screenshots of 
https://github.com/isaac879/Pan-Tilt-Mount/blob/TMC2208-Drivers/3-Axis%20Slider%20Parts%20List.pdf

- Reminder: Most of these parts are already 
taken care of by Daniel Richter



Hardware “Wishlist” 
(More of an overview 
of what we use)



3D-Printable 
Parts



Where to set focus?

Add new axes:
- Automatic zoom?

“although some shaking does occur 
when rapidly changing directions” 
→ Smoothness of motor 
movements

Improve tracking speed
- Follow ping pong ball?

Add object detection
- Detect faces?
- Use ML-models

(need GPU?)



Our Idea - Relation to EOS 

- Hypothesis: All camera tracking solutions with Raspberry Pi are slow
- because of often complex algorithms in combination with limited resources

→ improve effectiveness?

- Real-time behaviour
- Analysis of camera feed and activation of motors should ideally be possible in real time for 

tracking a moving object
- Probably not feasible in reality, but: Fast processing times needed



What do we want to do?

1. We want to implement the github solution for the camera slider which includes 
3D-printing necessary parts.

2. We want to be able to make the Raspberry Pi steer the Arduino camera so 
that we can track a slow-moving object



Open Questions

- Streaming of camera data via cable possible?
- FPS?
- Else might need additional camera for rasPi

- Where to print filaments? Ask at HCI chair, else private/order online
- Will we have enough time to 3D-print all parts?
- If we focus on tracking, what kinds of trackable objects will we use? How do 

we ensure their speed/trackability?


